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Abstrat
We introdue a new smearing transformation, the hyperubi (HYP) fat link. The
hyperubi fat link mixes gauge links within hyperubes attahed to the original link only.
Using quenhed latties at β = 5.7 and 6.0 we show that HYP fat links improve avor
symmetry by an order of magnitude relative to the thin link staggered ation. The stati
potential measured on HYP smeared latties agrees with the thin link potential at
distanes r/a ≥ 2 and has greatly redued statistial errors. These quenhed results will be
used in forthoming dynamial simulations of HYP staggered fermions.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Fat link ations, ations where the thin link fermioni gauge onnetion is replaed by
a ombination of extended but loal gauge paths in a gauge invariant manner, have been
used in a variety of quenhed and dynamial simulations. Sine the gauge paths of fat
link ations ombine only a nite number of gauge links in the loal environment of the
original link, fat link ations are in the same universality lass as their thin link ounterpart.
For many physial observables fat link ations show redued saling violations. Staggered
fat link fermions have improved avor symmetry, both in quenhed [1, 2, 3℄ and dynamial
simulations [4, 5, 6℄. Wilson-type lover fat link fermions have been studied only in quenhed
simulations where they show improved hiral behavior resulting in better saling of the
hadron spetrum and fewer exeptional ongurations [7, 8℄. Fat links have been used in
overlap simulations as a starting ation for evaluating Neuberger's formula [9, 10, 11℄. The
improved hiral properties of fat links result over an order of magnitude improvement in
onvergene.
It is quite intuitive to see why fat link staggered fermions show improved avor behav-
ior. Flavor symmetry breaking of staggered fermions is the onsequene of distributing the
omponents of the Dira spinors to dierent lattie sites within a hyperube. Sine eah
lattie site ouples to dierent gauge elds, the dierent avor and Dira omponents feel
dierent gauge environments. The original SU(nf )×SU(nf ) symmetry is expliitly broken
to a remnant U(1) symmetry. Unifying the gauge elds within the hyperube would solve
this problem. Smearing, while does not unify the gauge elds, an remove some of the loal
utuations thus improving avor symmetry. The most eetive smearing is one that max-
imally smoothes the gauge elds within the hyperube but does not extend muh beyond
it.
The situation is similar for Wilson fermions that break hiral symmetry expliitly. The
Wilson Dira operator is not anti-Hermitian, its eigenvalues are not onstrained to the imag-
inary axis. The real eigenvalues spread around κcr ausing spurious poles in the quenhed
quark propagator in the positive pion mass region [7, 8, 12, 13℄. Sine the real eigenvalue
modes of the Dira operator are instanton related, one an study the spread of the real
eigenvalues on smooth instanton bakgrounds. The real eigenmodes of the Wilson Dira
operator move farther from κcr into the positive mass region on small instantons [7℄. The
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Dira operator has real modes even on ongurations where the instanton, obtained by re-
peated renormalization group bloking from a large lassial solution, is small with respet
to the lattie spaing. These objets do not have topologial interpretation, they are only
disloations, yet they are responsible for the worst spurious poles of the Dira propagator.
On ordinary Monte Carlo gauge ongurations disloations arise from large utuations of
the plaquette. Just as disloations distort the topologial harge measurements they also
distort the low lying Dira spetrum and any physial observable related to it. Smearing
removes some of the utuations and their orresponding spurious eigenmodes. This redues
the ourene of exeptional ongurations, improves saling [7, 8℄ and makes topologial
harge measurement on pure gauge ongurations possible [14, 15℄. Again, the most eetive
smearing is one that maximally smoothes the gauge elds within a small, hyperube sized
volume, but does not extend muh beyond it.
There are observables where some fat link ations have unaeptably large saling vio-
lations. Fattening hanges the loal, short distane properties of the gauge ongurations.
On latties with large lattie spaing too muh fattening an destroy short distane physial
properties. This is most evident in the Coulomb setor of the stati potential [14℄. Inreased
levels of smearing destroy more and more of the short distane potential though it does
not hange the long distane string tension. The heavy-light deay onstants are also very
sensitive to smearing. Even low levels of smearing of the heavy fermions hange the value
of fB signiantly [16, 17℄. Heavy fermions feel the short distane struture of the vauum
and that gets distorted by the fattening. If only the light quark ation is based on fat links,
this problem is avoided while the hiral properties of the light quarks are improved. These
expetations are supported by preliminary results [18℄. The fat that ertain observables
show large saling violations with fat link ations does not mean that fat link ations are
inorret, they are just not eetive in every situation.
It would be desirable to onstrut fat links that are loal enough not to destroy short
distane quantities yet smooth enough to show the desired improved hiral or avor behavior
of fat link ations. In this paper we desribe a smearing transformation, hyperubi bloking,
along these lines. This transformation improves avor symmetry as muh as three levels of
APE bloking but mixes links from hyperubes attahed to the original link only. The stati
potential hanges only at small distanes r/a < 2 where lattie artifats are anyhow large.
This paper deals with the denition and quenhed properties of the hyperubi fat link
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ation. In a reent paper [6℄ we showed how to simulate fat link dynamial systems. We
were able to simplify and modify this algorithm in suh a way that dynamial simulations
with the hyperubi ation are possible and eient. We used the dynamial hyperubi
ation to study nite temperature QCD with four avors of staggered quarks [19℄.
This paper is organized as follows. In Set. 2 we dene the hyperubi bloking. The
transformation has three tunable parameters. We desribe how the parameters are optimized
and show that as the lattie spaing dereases the transformation gets more eetive, i.e. the
number of smearing levels an be kept xed and small even as one approahes the ontinuum
limit. We show that the hyperubi ation onsiderably improves the avor symmetry of
staggered quarks in quenhed simulations. The relative improvement with respet to the
standard ation is about an order of magnitude and inreases as the lattie spaing dereases.
In Set. 3 we present quenhed results for the stati potential. We show that the hyperubi
ation allows the determination of the Sommer sale r0 and the string tension σ with better
auray ompared to alulations done with the thin link standard ation. The distortion
of the potential at small distanes due to the hyperubi bloking is limited to distanes
r/a < 2 independent of the lattie spaing and rotational symmetry is also improved. In
Set. 4 we summarize our results.
II. THE HYPERCUBIC BLOCKING
A. Denition and Optimization of the Hyperubi bloking
The fat links of the hyperubi bloking (HYP) are onstruted in three steps. At the
nal level the bloked link Vi,µ is onstruted via projeted APE bloking [20℄ from a set of
deorated links V˜i,µ;ν as
Vi,µ = ProjSU(3)[(1− α1)Ui,µ +
α1
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∑
±ν 6=µ
V˜i,ν;µV˜i+νˆ,µ;νV˜
†
i+µˆ,ν;µ] , (1)
where Ui,µ is the original thin link and the index ν in V˜i,µ;ν indiates that the fat link
at loation i and diretion µ is not deorated with staples extending in diretion ν. The
deorated links V˜i,µ;ν are onstruted with a modied projeted APE bloking from an other
4
a) b)
FIG. 1: Shemati representation of the hyperubi bloking in three dimensions. a) The fat link is
built from the four double-lined staples. b) Eah of the double-lined links is built from two staples
whih extend only in the hyperubes attahed to the original link. An important point is that the
links entering the staples are projeted onto SU(3).
set of deorated links, V¯i,µ;ρ ν as
V˜i,µ;ν = ProjSU(3)[(1− α2)Ui,µ +
α2
4
∑
±ρ6=ν,µ
V¯i,ρ;ν µV¯i+ρˆ,µ;ρ νV¯
†
i+µˆ,ρ;ν µ] , (2)
where the indies ρ ν indiate that the fat link V¯i,µ;ρ ν in diretion µ is not deorated with
staples extending in the ρ or ν diretions. The deorated links V¯i,µ;ρ ν are onstruted from
the original thin links with a modied projeted APE bloking step
V¯i,µ;ν ρ = ProjSU(3)[(1− α3)Ui,µ +
α3
2
∑
±η 6=ρ,ν,µ
Ui,ηUi+ηˆ,µU
†
i+µˆ,η] . (3)
Here only the two staples orthogonal to µ, ν and ρ are used. With the onstrution eqs.
(1)-(3) the fat link Vi,µ mixes thin links only from hyperubes attahed to the original link.
The hyperubi bloking is shematially represented in gure 1. The parameters α1, α2 and
α3 an be optimized to ahieve the smoothest bloked link onguration. The onstrution
eqs. (1)-(3) an be iterated.
We ould use a physial quantity like the level of avor symmetry restoration to optimize
the parameters of the bloking, but in a three dimensional parameter spae that approah
is very omputer intensive. Instead we have deided to look at the underlying reason of
avor and hiral symmetry violation. As we explained in the introdution, both the stag-
gered fermions' avor symmetry violation and Wilson fermions' exeptional ongurations
an be understood as utuations in the loal plaquette. It is not the average, not even the
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FIG. 2: a) The histogram of the smallest plaquette distribution on a set of 44 β = 5.7 ongurations
(dashed lines) and after hyperubi bloking (solid lines) on the same ongurations. b) Same as
a) but the solid lines orrespond to one level APE smearing with α = 0.7.
average utuation of the plaquette that auses the problems but the few largest plaquette
utuations that reate disloations. To minimize the largest utuations we have to max-
imize the smallest plaquettes of the system. We do this by onsidering the distribution of
the smallest plaquette in a nite, xed volume lattie. The optimized hyperubi bloking
parameters will give the largest expetation value for the smallest plaquette in this nite
volume ensemble. We have optimized the α parameters using a set of 500 44 latties reated
at β = 5.7 with the Wilson plaquette ation.
Figure 2/a shows the histogram of the smallest plaquette on eah of the 500 original
ongurations (dashed lines) and after hyperubi bloking (solid lines) with parameters
α1 = 0.75, α2 = 0.6, α3 = 0.3. (4)
The average of the smallest plaquette jumps from -0.75 to 1.95. This is about the best
that an be ahieved with the hyperubi bloking. It is important to remember that we
are maximizing the smallest plaquette values on the lattie, not the average plaquettes,
whih on these latties are 1.67 and 2.82, respetively. The minimum plaquette is not
a well dened physial quantity, it strongly depends on the lattie size, but as long as
we ompare dierent ations on the same set of ongurations, the minimum plaquette
shows how the most severe vauum utuations hange during smoothing. In gure 2/b
we ompare the minimum plaquette distribution of the thin link ation to a one-level APE
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FIG. 3: The parameter δ2 of eq. (5) for the two lightest non-Goldstone pions pii,5 (lower points) and
pii,j (higher points) as the funtion of the minimum plaquette average of the fat link ations. The
pion spetrum is omputed on 83 × 24, β = 5.7 quenhed ongurations, the minimum plaquette
average on 44, β = 5.7 ongurations. The dotted (pii,5) and dashed (pii,j) lines show how the avor
symmetri limit is approahed as the minimum plaquette approahes three.
smeared ation with α = 0.7 on the same ongurations that were used to obtain gure
2/a. Here the minimum plaquette average inreases only to 0.45 after smearing. Note that
it is very important to projet to SU(3) the intermediate deorated links in eqs. (1)-(3).
Without the projetion the resulting hyperubi smearing is not better than a one-level APE
transformation.
B. Flavor symmetry Restoration with Fat Link Ations
In the previous setion we desribed an intuitive and fast way to optimize fat link ations
by maximizing the minimum plaquette average in nite volume latties. In this setion we
show that, as expeted, this method optimizes avor symmetry as well. We ompare the
level of avor symmetry restoration of a few fat link ations with their respetive minimum
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plaquette average omputed on 44 ongurations at β = 5.7. We use the parameter [4℄
δ2 =
m2pi −m2G
m2ρ −m2G
(5)
extrapolated to mG/mρ = 0.55 to quantify the dierene between the mass of the true
Goldstone pion mG and the mass of the pseudosalar partiles or pions mpi. For a avor
symmetri ation δ2 = 0 for all the pions pi. We alulated the meson spetrum on an
ensemble of 83 × 24, β = 5.7 quenhed ongurations using the thin link, the N=1, 2, and
3 levels probabilisti APE bloked ations with α = 0.7 and projetion parameter λ = 500
(for the denition of probabilisti bloking and the projetion parameter see Ref. [6℄), the
N=1 deterministi (λ = ∞) APE bloked ation and the hyperubi bloked ation. Our
results are summarized in gure 3 where we plot δ2 for the two lightest non-Goldstone
pions, pii,5 with avor struture γiγ5 (lower points) and pii,j with avor struture γiγj (higher
points) as the funtion of the minimum plaquette of the fat link ations. δ2 seems to depend
on the minimum plaquette linearly approahing the avor symmetri limit δ2 = 0 as the
dotted (pii,5) and dashed (pii,j) lines in gure 3 indiate, though we do not have a theoretial
explanation why this dependene should be linear. The HYP ation has about the same
avor symmetry violation than the N=3 APE ation that we studied in Ref. [6℄ reduing δ2
by about a fator of six relative to the thin link ation.
The data in gure 3 are extrapolated to mG/mρ = 0.55, a value onsiderably higher than
the physial value 0.175 of this ratio. Sine avor symmetry violation inreases as the the
quark mass dereases, it is important to see how far one an lower the quark mass before
avor symmetry is ruined. In gure 4/a we plot the relative mass splitting
∆pi =
mpi −mG
mG
(6)
between the lightest non-Goldstone pion pii,5 and the Goldstone pion G as the funtion of
(r0mG)
2
on β = 5.7 quenhed ongurations both for the thin and HYP ations. The rst
three points at the lowest r0mG values for the thin link ation are from Ref. [21℄. The
ratio ∆pi diverges as the quark mass approahes zero but this divergene is muh slower for
the HYP ation. The relative mass splitting for the HYP ation grows to about 30% at
r0mG = 0.70 where the ratio mG/mρ of the Goldstone pion to the rho mass is 0.23(8). At
similar values of the mG/mρ ratio the mass splitting with the thin link ation is between
130% and 190%.
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FIG. 4: a) The relative mass splitting ∆pi of eq. (6) between the lightest non-Goldstone pion pii,5
and the Goldstone pion G as the funtion of (r0mG)
2
on β = 5.7 quenhed ongurations both for
the thin (fany diamonds) and the HYP (bursts) ations. b) Same as a) but on β = 6.0 quenhed
ongurations where the lattie spaing is redued by about a fator of 2. The rst three points at
the lowest r0mG values for the thin link ation in both gures are from Ref. [21℄.
C. Hyperubi bloking on Finer Latties
We have demonstrated that the minimum plaquette value strongly orrelates with the
level of avor symmetry restoration at the same lattie spaing. The question naturally
arises: if we derease the lattie spaing, will the smearing be eetive or do we have to
inrease the number of smearing iterations? In gure 5 we show the minimum plaquette
value alulated with the thin and hyperubi ations with the optimized parameters of eqn.
(4) at β = 5.7, 6.0 and 6.2. These alulations were done on 84 latties, that is why the
β = 5.7 result looks signiantly worse than before: on a larger lattie the probability of
nding a large plaquette utuation is higher. The dierene between the three β values is
striking. One ertainly does not need more smearing at a higher oupling. As β inreases, the
fat link minimum plaquette value inreases faster than the orresponding thin link minimum
plaquette. That implies that one level of hyperubi bloking will be eetive for all oupling
values. To verify this expetation we alulated the HYP staggered meson spetrum on a set
9
FIG. 5: The histograms of the smallest plaquette distribution on sets of 84 gauge ongurations at
dierent β values (dashed lines) and after hyperubi bloking (solid lines) on the same ongura-
tions.
of 163 × 32, β = 6.0 ongurations. The ongurations were downloaded from the NERSC
arhive [22℄. The mass splitting ∆pi for the lightest non-Goldstone pion pii,5 is plotted as the
funtion of (r0mG)
2
in gure 4/b. The thin link data are from Ref. [21℄. The vertial sale
of gure 4/b is one forth of the vertial sale of 4/a but the qualitative features of the two
plots are very similar. ∆pi dereases by an order of magnitude from thin to HYP ation,
fairly independent of the lattie spaing or quark masses.
III. THE STATIC POTENTIAL OF FAT LINK ACTIONS
In the following we onsider the stati potential, an observable that is quite sensitive to
the smearing of the gauge links. We analyzed two sets of latties. The rst set onsists 240
10
83 × 24 ongurations generated with the Wilson plaquette ation at β = 5.7. The seond
set is an ensemble of 220 163 × 32 latties from the NERSC arhive generated also with
Wilson plaquette ation at β = 6.0 [22℄. We alulate the stati quark potential on both
sets using thin links and hyperubi smeared links.
The stati potential on pure gauge latties has been measured and analyzed by several
groups on larger latties with orders of magnitude higher statistis. Our goal here is not
the improvement of existing potential measurements, rather we want to demonstrate that
the HYP ation hanges the potential only at small distanes, r/a < 2 and, due to the
smoothness of the gauge onguration, provides an improved signal both for the Sommer
parameter r0 [23℄ and even more for the string tension. The HYP potential also shows
redued rotational symmetry violation. Our tted values for r0/a and a
√
σ are onsistent
with previously published results.
We extrated the potential by tting the time dependene of the dierent Wilson loops to
a single exponential. We have measured the on-axis (m,0,0), m ≤ nx/2 and three dierent
o-axis sets: (m,m,0), m ≤ nx/2, (m,m,m), m ≤ nx/2 and (m,2m,0), m ≤ nx/4 (nx is
the number of lattie points in the spatial diretions). To redue statistial errors we used
several (20-30) levels of transversal APE smearing on the thin link latties. After hyper-
ubi bloking the ongurations are so smooth that transversal smearing is not important
anymore. We used only 5-10 levels of transversal smearing. The statistial errors are from
standard jakknife analysis.
In gures 6 and 7 we plot both the thin link and HYP potentials for the β = 5.7 and
β = 6.0 data sets. The thin link potentials are shifted by a onstant value to math the HYP
potentials in the 2.5 < r/a < 5.5 (β = 5.7 ) and 2.5 < r/a < 8 (β = 6.0) range. Even though
the rst 5 r/a values were not used for the mathing in either oupling, the potentials math
losely for r/a >
√
2. The distortion eets in the potential due to smearing are observable
only in the rst two r/a values, independent of the lattie spaing. Moreover, the HYP
potentials have signiantly redued statistial errors, about a fator of 4-7 at β = 5.7,
10-15 at β = 6.0. This is most obvious at large distanes. For example the β = 6.0 thin
link potential signal beomes extremely noisy for r/a > 7 with our statistis while the HYP
potential an be easily measured even at the largest distane, r/a = 11.31 .
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FIG. 6: The thin link and HYP potentials for the β = 5.7 data set. The thin link potential is shifted
by a onstant value to math the HYP potential in the 2.5 < r/a < 5.5 range. The solid line is
idential in both plots. It is a three parameter t of the HYP potential in the range r/a ∈ (1.9, 5.5).
FIG. 7: The thin link and HYP potentials for the β = 6.0 data set. The thin link potential is
shifted by a onstant value to math the HYP potential in the 2.5 < r/a < 8 range. The solid line
is idential in both plots. It is a three parameter t of the HYP potential in the range r/a ∈ (2.5, 12).
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r0/a a
√
σ Nconf
β = 5.7 2.96(2) 0.394(7) 240 HYP
2.990(24) 0.3879(39) 4000 Ref. [24℄
2.922(9) − 1000 Ref. [25℄
β = 6.0 5.36(4) 0.218(2) 220 HYP
5.369(9) 0.2189(9) 4000 Ref. [24℄
TABLE I: Results obtained with the HYP potential using a global t of the form of eq. (7). Also
inluded are some large sale simulation results at the same oupling values.
To extrat r0 and
√
σ from our data we t the potential in the form
V (r) =
c0
r
+ c1 + c2r (7)
in a range rmin < r < rmax. rmax is limited by the auray of our data, rmax/a = 6 − 7
for the thin link, 10 − 12 for the HYP potential at β = 6.0. We hoose rmin to exlude
the region where the potential is hanged by the smearing or where short distane lattie
artifats are large, typially rmin/a = 1 − 3. We do not inlude any lattie orretion in
the t. For one, we do not know the perturbative potential for the HYP ation, though
it an be alulated. On the other hand we do not seem to need it as the HYP potential
data shows only minimal lattie artifats. Our results obtained with the HYP potentials
are summarized in Table I. Fits to our thin link potentials gave onsistent results but with
muh higher statistial errors and are not listed. In Table I we also inlude results from a
few large sale potential simulations with thin links [24, 25℄. We onsidered several rmax and
rmin values and inluded all on- and o-axis data points in the given range in a global t to
eq. (7). The errors in Table I represent the average jakknife error of the dierent ts. Our
values for r0/a and a
√
σ from the HYP potential are onsistent with the results from large
sale omputations.
We would like to emphasize that the HYP potential has about an order of magnitude
smaller statistial errors than the thin link potential on the same set of ongurations. This
allowed us to extrat the parameters of the potential with preision omparable to the large
sale simulations even though our analysis is not as rened. In partiular we did not use
the one-link integral or multi-hit proedure [26℄ for the timelike links in the Wilson loops as
has been done in [25℄.
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FIG. 8: The HYP potential at β = 6.0. The dashed lines are ts with eq. (7) along the dierent
on- and o-axis diretions the potential is measured. All four ts use the range r/a ∈ (2.5, 12).
In addition to the redued statistial errors the HYP potential shows better rotational
invariane as well. We use the same quenhed ongurations both for the thin and HYP
potentials, but rotational symmetry violations an ome not only from the ongurations
but also from the operator used to measure the potential. As an example we mention the
potential for a perfet ation [27℄. A perfet ation has no saling violations, yet the pertur-
batively alulated potential is not rotational invariant unless one uses a perfet potential
operator. The HYP operator is of ourse not perfet, but it appears to be better than the
thin link Wilson loop operator. To illustrate rotational symmetry restoration, we separated
the on-axis and the three o-axis diretions of the β = 6.0 potential and tted them inde-
pendently with the form of eq. (7). The ts for the thin link potential were very poor but
for the HYP potential all four ts gave onsistent results. We tted the HYP potential in
the range r/a ∈ (2.5, 12). The tted values for r0/a were all within one standard deviation,
for a
√
σ within two standard deviations. The t results are shown in gure 8. The four
tted lines agree very well in the range r/a ∈ (2.5, 6.5), they deviate at larger r/a due to
the slightly dierent a
√
σ values. The unertainty of the tted lines is omparable to their
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spread in gure 8. Closer inspetion of the data points reveals some rotational symmetry
violation even with the HYP potential. It should be possible to orret for some of these
eets perturbatively thereby inreasing the auray of the sale determination.
The improved rotational symmetry of the HYP potential is not the main motivation for
using the HYP operator to measure the potential. Improved gauge ations an be even
more eetive in restoring rotational invariane of the stati potential [28, 29, 30℄. The
improvement of statistial auray by an order of magnitude of the HYP potential as
ompared to the thin link potential is a more important feature.
IV. SUMMARY
In this paper we introdued a new kind of fat link, the hyperubi (HYP) fat link. The
HYP fat link is onstruted to be loalized, it does not extend beyond hyperubes attahed
to the original link. The onstrution has three free parameters that are optimized to redue
large plaquette utuations.
Using quenhed ongurations at β = 5.7 and β = 6.0 we alulated the staggered
spetrum of the HYP ation. We showed that at both oupling values avor symmetry is
greatly improved. The relative mass splitting, ∆pi = (mG −mpi)/mG is redued by an order
of magnitude at xed r0mG, independent of the oupling and the quark mass as well.
We have also onsidered the stati potential alulated on HYP smeared β = 5.7 and
β = 6.0 ongurations. We showed that smearing hanges the potential only at distanes
r/a < 2 yet redues statistial errors by about an order of magnitude. Even with the very
limited statistis of 220-240 latties we ould extrat both the Sommer parameter r0/a and
the string tension a
√
σ. Our results for both of these quantities are onsistent with large
sale simulation results with errors that are better than our statistis would indiate from
the thin link potential.
We have undertaken this quenhed study on the properties of the hyperubi bloking
beause we want to do dynamial simulations with the HYP ation. Suh simulations are
feasible using ombined over-relaxation and heat-bath updates. In a forthoming publiation
[19℄ we use the dynamial HYP ation in a nite temperature simulation to show how
improved avor symmetry hanges the phase diagram of four-avor dynamial staggered
fermions.
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